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Abstract

Introduction. The aim of this study was to identify cultural differences in the information environment and information practices, namely active seeking and encountering, of web-based health information between Finnish and Japanese university students. 

Method. The data were gathered with a Web-based survey among first-year university students at the University of Oulu, Finland, in 2007, and the University of Tsukuba, Japan, in 2008.

Analysis. The data were analysed quantitatively with SPSS 17.0 for Windows using mainly cross-tabulations and Chi-squared tests.

Findings. The statistically significant differences focused on the general information environment, and to the information practices used within several health information topics, including weight management related topics.

Conclusion. The cultural differences may influence the seeking of Web-based health information and should be examined more thoroughly in future studies, which should be apply both qualitative and quantitative methods.

Introduction

The Internet has changed the way people of all ages seek information (Rowlands et al. 2008), and the ongoing paradigm shift in the realm of the Internet to Web 2.0, in other words, to more dynamic sources and interactive content, will change people’s information behaviour even more (O’Reilly 2005). The Internet is a vast resource of health information and services. For example, in the context of weight management there is multitude of Internet-delivered interventions and tools (e.g., Enwald and Huotari 2010). Issues related to information needs and reliability of Web-based health information have previously been extensively studied in various fields, including Information Studies, Communication Studies, and Nursing Science. There is, however, a great lack of empirical research on Web-based health information practices and related information environments. Moreover, empirical studies aiming to identify cultural differences in health information behaviour are rare.

This study aims to add to our knowledge of cultural differences in information behaviour. An earlier study on Web-based health information seeking among Finnish university students (Askola and Huotari 2009) is expanded by including a Japanese sample in the analysis for purposes of comparison. The aim is to ascertain how the Internet is used as a health information environment in two different, but technologically advanced states, Finland and Japan.

We focus on three themes:

1. Information environments: which sources form the a) general and b) Web-based health information environments of Finnish and Japanese university students?
2. Information practices: is Web-based health information sought actively or encountered by chance? Which topical areas of health information are sought actively and which are encountered?
3. Cultural differences: is it possible to identify cultural differences in the information behaviour of the Finnish and Japanese university students? If so, are these differences primarily related to the information environments or to the two types of information practices applied in this study?
This article begins with elaboration of Web-based health and information seeking, with special focus on culture and weight management and continues with the theoretical framework on health information environments and practices. This is followed by a description of the research setting. The findings focus on statistically significant findings and last the implications of the findings on cultural differences for the future research on Web-based, weight information are discussed.

**Web-based health information seeking and culture**

The Internet is one of the most popular health information sources. Various features affect Web-based health information seeking. They include sex (e.g., Lemire et al. 2008), level of education (e.g., Tian and Robinson 2009), Internet self-efficacy (Rains 2008) and eHealth literacy, i.e., the ability to use electronic health information resources when addressing a health problem (Norman and Skinner 2006). Earlier research indicates that cultural issues also affect Web-based health information seeking (e.g., Kakai et al. 2003; Peña-Purcell 2008).

In this study Finnish respondents are compared to Japanese respondents. It is important to note this distinction (Ishida 1974). Japanese culture differs in various ways from Western cultures. These differences include, for example, emphasizing the significance of the social environment as a determinant of self, which emerges as self-efficacy being behaviour (Heine et al. 2001). This collaterally emphasizes the welfare of the group and consensus among its members (Caudill 1963), whether the group consists of the family members or workmates (Minami 1971). These features lead to a tendency to express feelings through action, not words (Caudill 1963). The most of these features also appear to concern ethnic groups of Japanese origin, such as American-Japanese (Kakai et al. 2003).

These differences are visible in practical matters of everyday life information behaviour, such as the use of the Internet. The user rates of the Internet are similar in Finland and Japan. More than 80% of Finns use the Internet regularly and the percentage of 15 to 29 year-old Internet users in Finland is almost 100 (Statistics Finland 2007a). In Japan about 75% of Japanese use the Internet and the user rate for younger population, aged 13 to 29, is over 95% (Ministry of Internal Affairs ... 2009). However, there are some cultural differences in the use of the Internet. Japanese tend to use the Internet anonymously, for example to connect with the aid of the Internet to real-life strangers and to use the Internet primarily at home for private purposes, whereas Finns are more prone to make themselves known to other users and they also trust other users more. (Kimura 2008.)

It is claimed that Internet-based programmes and tools for the general public help people to lose weight if they are structured and offer personalized information on diet, exercise and behavioural strategies and are used frequently. Such programmes are rare, for most of them lack a structure or personalization elements. (Saperstein et al. 2007.) However, these programmes will be used and they are beneficial when the goal is minor weight loss. (Williamson 2006). Also, in the context of the young, the goal set at mere weight maintenance and not weight loss may provide good results (Jones et al. 2008). There is, however, a great lack of empirical research on Web-based health information practices and related information environments. Moreover, empirical studies aiming to identify cultural differences in health information behaviour are rare.

Despite the success of the Internet weight loss programmes, there are mixed findings on the efficacy of the Internet as a medium for weight maintenance (Wadden 2007). Most of the findings indicate significant findings in weight loss, usually at six-month follow-up, but there is no evidence for weight maintenance. Most studies also report changes only in self-reported outcomes, such as opinions and eating habits. (Bennett and Glasgow 2009.) As in the case of weight loss, the outcomes of weight maintenance programmes are better if the intervention includes personal contacts with tailored information (Wadden 2007).

**Health information environments and practices**

In this paper we consider the Internet as an information channel for various types of information sources, from which the information user may choose suitable sources according his or her information need and preference. We do not seek to explore individual information source horizons (see Sonnenwald 1999; Savolainen and Kari 2004). Thus, we can use the term the health information environment, which we approach from two viewpoints. First, we examine it among other health information sources and second, we take a closer look at the health information sources on the Internet.

In this paper we examine cultural differences in information behaviour from the viewpoint of information seeking (see Wilson 2000). We consider health information seeking as a part of everyday-life information seeking (Savolainen 1995; Savolainen 2008; Spink and Cole 2001) and the concept of information practices as a sub-concept of information seeking. Our perspective on the concept of information practices derives from the framework of McKenzie (2003) and is distinguished from the ideas of information practices presented by Savolainen (2008). McKenzie (2003) classifies information practices into four different modes: active seeking, active scanning, non-direct monitoring and by proxy. In this study we will apply two of these four information seeking practices for examination, namely, active seeking and encountering, i.e., non-direct monitoring, of Web-based health information. Active seeking refers to situations in which a person looks for information with a particular question in mind, on the Internet. Encountering refers situations in which a person comes across health information on the Internet by chance.

We claim that this kind of approach to information practices is appropriate in this study. Models of Web-based information behaviour support this assumption by suggesting that the Internet is not used as often as an information source for formal searches as it is for more unconditioned seeking behaviour. For example, the model of Huang et al. (2007) was created by analysing everyday life users' use of the Internet. The model indicates that the more a user consumes the information within the Internet, the more likely he or she is to explore more categories, navigate more sites within a category, use fewer search engines, use more Web pages within a site and use them relatively quickly. Also, the behavioural model of information seeking on the Web, which was...
developed within the work context by Choo and colleagues (1998), shows that even in a task-related environment the workers mostly used the modes of conditional viewing and informal search.

Even though information behaviour models usually fail to acknowledge information encountering, it is possible that some people do exploit it and may to some extent control it (Foster and Ford 2003) or acquire information mostly in this way (Erdelez 1997, 1999). For the majority of Web users the Web provides a rich environment of information encountering opportunities (Erdelez 1999). Moreover, information encountering has been shown to be recognized by varying groups of people: Icelandic health information seekers (Pálsdóttir 2008), as well as Australian elderly people (Williamson 1998), and scholars (Foster and Ford 2003) use both purposive information seeking and incidental information acquisition as a means of information seeking.

Research setting

The empirical study was conducted as a Web-based, structured survey for a convenience sample consisting of first-year university students in Finland and Japan. This target group was chosen to ensure that the respondents had easy access to the Internet and to increase the probability that they were used to dealing with the Internet. The Finnish sample consisted of all first-year students in the Faculty of Humanities and the Faculty of Science of the University of Oulu (N = 756). The Japanese sample consisted of all the first-year students (N = 101) in the College of Knowledge and Library Sciences, School of Informatics at the University of Tsukuba.

The Finnish sample was approached in November 2007 and the Japanese in November 2008 by an e-mail message that included a link to the Internet questionnaire. The Finnish respondents were offered an opportunity to take part in a lottery, the prizes being two memory sticks. The original survey was in Finnish and translated first into English and then into Japanese.

The surveys varied a little and the differences are explained next. The survey began with questions about the respondents’ background information regarding age, sex, faculty (only in Finland), assessments of health status and Internet skills and the average time spent on the Internet each week (only in Japan). Next, the health information sources used and preferences with regard to these indicated by the amount of use were elicited with closed questions. The Finnish respondents were then guided either to the end of the questionnaire or to continue answering depending on the use of the Internet as a health information source during the current year.

Web-based health information seeking was examined through the frequency of active seeking and/or accidental encountering. After this, the respondents were asked whether they sought or encountered information on various, stated health topics. There was an option to mention other topics as well. The Web-based health information source environment was examined by asking about the types of sites and health related services used. The Japanese survey also asked what sites the respondents had used after they had used a search engine. At the end of the questionnaire there was a set of twelve attitude statements with responses on a five-point Likert scale.

As there were differences the formulation of the questions the data from the two surveys were recoded in a uniform manner. Inadequate answers and 'no opinion' answers were treated as missing responses. The data were analysed with SPSS 17.0 for Windows. The analysis consisted of a calculation of distributions, a dependency analysis using cross-tabulations and Chi-squared tests and, on one occasion, Fisher’s exact test between background variables and other variables separately. An eHealth literacy variable was constructed as a mean variable from attitude questions regarding eHealth literacy and this was analysed with Mann-Whitney dependency analysis. The findings were considered significant at the level p = .005 or lower.

Findings

Background

The data were gathered from 371 students, of whom 19.4% (72) were from the University of Tsukuba, Japan and 81.6% (299) from the University of Oulu, Finland. The response rate was 39.5% in the Finnish sample and 71.3% in the Japanese sample. Even though the difference in the number of respondents between the countries differs a lot, it does not prevent statistical analysis.

Of the Finnish respondents 76.9% (230) were 18 to 22 years old, as was also the case with the Japanese respondents; only one Japanese respondent was over 22 years old. Of the Finnish respondents 71% were women and, of the Japanese sample, 68%. There was no statistically significant differences between the Finnish and Japanese respondents by sex (X^2 (1) = 1.055, p = 0.304). Thus the samples are similar in sex and also sufficiently similar in the age of respondents. However, there were statistically significant differences in the respondents’ assessments of their Internet skills and also of their health status (Figure 1).
Even though the assessments of the two samples regarding their health status were quite similar, as most respondents assessed their health to be either average or good, the respondents of the Japanese sample assessed their health status statistically significantly lower ($\chi^2 (3) = 13.0, p = 0.005$). This is mainly due to a greater share of those who assessed their health as poor. It must be noted that an earlier study comparing Japanese, British and Finnish employees also showed that the Japanese assessed their health status lower than the Finns or the British (Martikainen et al. 2004).

The Japanese respondents estimated their Internet skills to be poorer than did the Finnish respondents ($\chi^2 (3) = 101.65, p = 0.000$). Most of the Finnish respondents considered their Internet skills to be good, but most of the Japanese respondents assessed them to be satisfactory. In addition, over 25% of the Finnish respondents assessed their Internet skills to be excellent, while the same share of the Japanese respondents assessed them to be marginal. Such assessments of Internet skills of Japanese and Finnish students do not differ from those reported in earlier research (Saito and Kimura 2008).

The difference in the assessments of the Internet skills is partially supported by the Mann-Whitney analysis of the eHealth literacy variable, which shows that the Finns assess their eHealth literacy related skills better ($p = .001$). There was no statistically significant connection between the time spent on the Internet and the assessed Internet skills level in the Japanese sample according to Fisher’s exact test ($p = 0.128$).

**Health information environments**

The health information environments were examined on a general level and on the Internet. There are culturally interesting and statistically significant differences in the general information environments of the Finnish and Japanese university students. Figure 2 shows examples of health information sources and distributions of their use.
In the use of the health information sources most obvious differences were identified either in the categories 'a lot' or 'not at all'. For example, the Japanese respondents acquired more health information from their family ($\chi^2 (3) = 23.63, p = 0.000$) and TV and radio ($\chi^2 (3) = 8.45, p = 0.038$). The Finnish respondents, in turn, acquired more health information from health care professionals ($\chi^2 (3) = 40.37, p = 0.000$) and the Internet ($\chi^2 (3) = 10.88, p = 0.012$). The rates of Internet use for health information seeking (Japanese respondents 83.1%, Finnish respondents 84.5%) are somewhat higher than reported in earlier research (e.g., Nicholas et al. 2003; Escoffery et al. 2005; Askola and Huotari 2009; Statistics Finland 2007b). The statistics for all the sources asked about in the survey can be found in the Appendix.

In addition to the sources listed, only Finnish respondents mentioned other sources, for example personal sources (e.g., sports trainer) or institutional sources (e.g., military service) or the surrounding world (e.g., advertisements in the streets). Responses to the first statement regarding the trustworthiness of health information sources (see Appendix) also reveal that the Japanese respondents trusted health information obtained from the family more than did the Finnish respondents ($\chi^2 (3) = 39.79, p = 0.000$).

The findings indicate that general health information environments might differ depending on the nationality of the respondent. The Japanese respondents acquired health information through close interpersonal relationships and from electronic media and the Finnish respondents from professionals and printed media. This result is partially supported by a study on health information seeking among Hawaiian American-Japanese (Kakai et al. 2003), which indicated that Japanese use more printed and electronic media while Caucasians use more Internet and professional sources.

Thus, characteristics of Finnish and Japanese culture may help to explain these differences. Japanese are more family-centric and may tend to use official health care just in serious matters. For Finns, by contrast, it may be more common also to use official health care services for minor health problems. Therefore, it is interesting to examine the Web-based health information sources of these two samples. The Web-based health information environments were examined by use of different types of information sources, namely the type of source (Figure 3) and health related interactive services.

---

Figure 2: Family, TV & radio, health care professionals and the Internet as health information sources (%) for Finnish and Japanese first year university students.
All types of sites were used more by the Finnish respondents; however, the preferences regarding the use of these types are similar in both samples (Figure 3). A search engine was the most popular and chat the least popular type of information source in both samples. It must be noted that the sites of health care centres and other public health organisations were used statistically significantly more by the Finnish respondents ($X^2 (1) = 6.84, p = 0.009$ and $X^2 (1) = 17.69, p = 0.000$ respectively). The Finnish respondents also used discussion forums significantly more ($X^2 (1) = 21.28, p = 0.000$).

Over 10% of the Finnish respondents also listed other types of sites in the open-ended questions. On these there is a clear tendency to acquire health information from commercial sources, such as the Websites of magazines or TV channels. Interestingly, Wikipedia was also mentioned by several respondents. The Japanese respondents did not provide alternative sources, but in the Japanese survey respondents were asked what types of sites they had found if they had used a search engine (n = 55): encyclopaedic sites like Wikipedia had been used by 45.5% and private or e-commerce sites by 32.7% of respondents.

The Web-based health information environment was also examined through the use of more interactive information sources, the Web-based health services, namely health related tests, calculators, competitions and Q&A services. The respondents were asked about their awareness and use of these services. At least 60% of the respondents in both samples were aware of all the services, apart from the Japanese respondents’ missing knowledge of health competitions. Overall the Finns were more aware of health related interactive services on the Internet and used them more.

The most notable difference was found in health related competitions, which only 20% of the Japanese respondents were aware of, compared to 75.5% of the Finns. Overall the different services are very well known. Interestingly, the Finns reported that the interactive features of Websites made the information acquired more memorable only slightly more than the Japanese respondents ($X^2 (3) = 8.24, p = .041$) (see Appendix). To sum up, these findings suggest that there is not as much difference on the Web-based health information environments of the two samples as there was in the general health information environments.

**Active seeking and encountering of Web-based health information**

The Web-based health information practices of the respondents were identified by the frequency of either encountering or actively seeking of the information. The distributions of these frequencies are illustrated in Figure 4 (the response options were: not at all (1), a few times a year (2), once a month (3) a few times a month (4), weekly (5), several times a week (6).)
There is a clear difference between the information practices examined in this study. Frequencies of Web-based health information encountering are quite evenly distributed between the classes and also between the samples ($\chi^2 (5) = 4.05, p = 0.542$). On the other hand, the distribution of active seeking is much more skewed: in both samples most of the active seeking occurs only a few times a year. This means that Web-based health information is encountered more often than it is actively sought. In other words, the respondents tend to encounter Web-based health information and deliberately seek it only when they or significant others fall ill.

Although the frequencies of the active seeking are also quite similar, the difference in class “Not at all” is notable. The Chi-Square test could not be performed, but it is evident that the Finnish respondents acquire more Web-based health information by active seeking than do the Japanese respondents. The distributions of the statement regarding the primary source for health information also indicate that the Finnish respondents seek information more on the Internet ($\chi^2 (3) = 14.69, p = 0.002$) (see Appendix).

Web-based health information practices were also examined through several health information topics. There were statistically significant differences in the topics of sickness ($\chi^2 (1) = 18.38, p = .000$), symptoms ($\chi^2 (1) = 37.08, p = 0.000$) and medication ($\chi^2 (1) = 8.11, p = 0.004$), which the Japanese respondents reportedly encountered more. The Finnish respondents sought actively more information on mental health ($\chi^2 (1) = 5.70, p = 0.017$) and sexual health ($\chi^2 (1) = 9.31, p = 0.002$). These differences in the last topics could be explained at least partially by the Japanese tendency to make sensitive issues such as sickness as invisible as possible (Kakai et al. 2003).

Our interest is focused on the weight-management-related topics. Even though the survey did not directly address issues related to weight management, the topics of nutrition and exercise are examined in a more detailed manner. There were statistically significant differences in both topics (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Encountering</th>
<th>Active seeking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japanese</td>
<td>Finnish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nutrition</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exercise</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Information practices and weight management related information topics.

(* = $p < 0.05$)

The Table 1 shows that the Japanese respondents encountered statistically significantly more information on nutrition ($\chi^2 (1) = 13.11, p = 0.000$) and the Finnish respondents sought actively more information on exercise ($\chi^2 (1) = 10.65, p = 0.001$). The number of Finnish respondents engaged in active seeking of both nutrition and exercise related information both topics is similar to a British study (Marshall et al. 2009).

Discussion
This study aimed to identify cultural differences in the information behaviour of Finnish and Japanese first-year university students by conducting a Web-based survey at the University of Oulu, Finland and the University of Tsukuba, Japan. The analysis focused on differences in the overall and Web-based health information environments, in the information seeking practices of active seeking and of encountering and in their relation to topical areas of health information, with special interest on weight-management-related topics.

The statistically significant differences indicate that there are cultural differences in information seeking behaviour between Finnish and Japanese first-year university students. The two samples are similar regarding sex and also sufficiently similar regarding age of respondents. However, there were statistically significant differences in the respondents’ self-assessments of their Internet skills and health status. The Finnish respondents assessed their health status and Internet skills statistically significantly higher than did the Japanese respondents. These findings are supported by earlier research, which has also indicated that the Japanese are self-critical when evaluating self-relevant information (Heine et al. 2001). The same applies also to our findings.

Moreover, there are differences in the health information environments examined on a general level and on the Internet by analysing the use of different types of information sources, namely, the type of source and health related interactive services. At the general level statistically significant differences indicate that the Japanese respondents used more intrapersonal sources and electronic media and the Finnish respondents used more health care professionals and printed media. This difference was identified on the basis of the amount of information gained from a source. The characteristics of Finnish and Japanese cultures may help to explain these differences. Japanese are more family-centred and may tend to use official health care only for serious matters. For Finns, by contrast, it may be more common to use official health care services even for minor health problems. It must be noted, however, that both groups used all the sources mentioned in the survey.

The cultural differences regarding the Web-based health information environments focused on the variety of information sources and the awareness of information services on the Web. Sites of health care centres and other public health organisations were used statistically significantly more by the Finnish respondents, who also used significantly more discussion forums. The absence of social media sources in the respondents’ answers to open-ended questions in both Web-based health information environments is noteworthy. The use of discussion boards, in turn, may indicate that health information is also acquired by using social Web applications.

Overall, the Finns used more types of information sources and were more aware of Web-based health information services and the health competitions on the Web were used only by the Finnish students. This result differs from earlier research by Kimura (2008), who reported that Finnish university students use the Internet more for communicating with other people, for retrieving news and voicing their opinions and the Japanese students for entertainment. This may indicate that there is a difference in the content of health services provided for Finns and Japanese on the Web.

The information practices examined in this study, active seeking and encountering, did not differ statistically significantly between samples. Despite this, the information practices in seeking Web-based health information varied. The Finnish respondents both actively sought and encountered Web-based health information more often, which is supported by the finding that Finnish respondents obtain information more often from the Internet. The most notable result related to information seeking practices was the large proportion of Japanese respondents who did not seek health information actively at all. Web-based health information was encountered by chance more often than actively sought in both samples and the relatively high rates in encountering information in both samples indicate that health information is well provided and easily accessed on the Web.

The information practices used varied by topical areas of health information acquired and the nationality of the respondent. These findings indicate that Japanese respondents acquire more health information from the Web by encountering it even when satisfying the most common information needs. The Finns, in turn, are more likely to actively seek information on sensitive topics. There were also statistically significant differences regarding weight management related topics. Difference in information practices related to the topic of nutrition could be explained as different Web content in each language. For example, it is assumed that there are more nutrition related commercials in Japanese media than in Finland. The difference in exercise may be related to differing perceptions of physical exercise. Due to a lack of more detailed questions in the survey, these remarks should be treated with caution.

This study has provided some indications for future studies in the area of Web-based weight management information use. Two crucial questions emerged from the findings: 1) Were there differences in the health information content in each language? 2) Did the Japanese and Finnish respondents answer or interpret questions differently? 3) How does the potentially different use of Web-based services and social media applications influence the use of Web-based weight management information? It is difficult to answer these questions with quantitative research and weight management is an even more sensitive issue than general health information. These issues emphasize the need to use a qualitative approach. However, it is also difficult to conduct a study using qualitative methods in different countries with different languages. Therefore, the authors will focus on Web-based weight management information in just one country first qualitatively and after gaining more knowledge on the subject, conduct a new quantitative, cross-cultural study on the same issue.

This study has the following limitations: First, although the authors aimed at an objective approach, it is acknowledged that their own culture may have influenced the interpretation of the findings. Secondly, the data were collected with a Web-based survey by approaching the respondents by e-mail. Thus, the respondents form a convenience sample, which limits the generalization of the findings. For example, the data are biased towards Internet users and women. On the other hand, the respondents form a quite homogeneous sample in terms of their age, sex and life situation. The lower response rate in the Finnish sample, however, could indicate a bias towards more health concerned or orientated respondents.

Conclusion
This study contributes to the field of Information Studies by examining cultural differences between Finnish and Japanese university students' general and Web-based health information environments, related information seeking practices and the topical areas of information content searched for.

Statistically significant cultural differences were identified and they focused on the general health information environments and topical areas of health information. However, on the general level no statistically significant differences were identified in the use of the two types of information seeking practices examined in this comparative analysis. Therefore, more empirical studies are needed to identify in more detail the effect of cultural issues on Web-based health information behaviour and to improve the reliability of the findings by applying more elaborate research methods.
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Appendix

Health information sources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Health information source</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Japanese</th>
<th>Finnish</th>
<th>p-level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>%</td>
<td>%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family</td>
<td>Not at all</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A little</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>79</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Some</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>117</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A lot</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>64</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friends, etc.</td>
<td>Not at all</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>0.499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A little</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>93</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Some</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>129</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A lot</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>42</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthcare professionals</td>
<td>Not at all</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A little</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Some</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>107</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A lot</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Books, journals</td>
<td>Not at all</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A little</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>88</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Some</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A lot</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>72</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2) Selected statement questions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Japanese</th>
<th>Finnish</th>
<th>p-level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I trust information obtained from my family and friends more than health information obtained on the Internet.</td>
<td>Completely disagree</td>
<td>1 1.6</td>
<td>7 3.2</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Partly disagree</td>
<td>9 14.5</td>
<td>111 51.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Partly agree</td>
<td>34 54.8</td>
<td>84 38.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Completely agree</td>
<td>18 290.0</td>
<td>14 6.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information acquired through interactive Internet services is easy to remember.</td>
<td>Completely disagree</td>
<td>5 8.5</td>
<td>12 6.2</td>
<td>0.041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Partly disagree</td>
<td>21 35.6</td>
<td>56 28.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Partly agree</td>
<td>19 32.2</td>
<td>101 52.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Completely agree</td>
<td>14 23.7</td>
<td>25 12.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I obtain health information primarily on the Internet.</td>
<td>Completely disagree</td>
<td>21 30.9</td>
<td>34 150.0</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Partly disagree</td>
<td>23 33.8</td>
<td>56 24.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Partly agree</td>
<td>21 30.9</td>
<td>96 42.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Completely agree</td>
<td>3 4.4</td>
<td>41 18.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>